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Abstract: The unmanned underwater vehicle (UUV) group composed of UUVs carrying different
kinds of detection equipment is powerful for underwater target searching and detection. In this paper,
a formation transformation method, used while the mission of the UUV group transformed from
searching to detecting, is proposed. Firstly, a new formation transformation strategy, in which the
UUVs converged to their detection points followed by the aggregation points achieved, is proposed
to improve the safety of UUVs during transformation. Following the proposed strategy, particle
swarm optimization is employed to find the optimal aggregation points. Finally, possible collisions
between UUVs and collisions between UUVs and targets are avoided by adding a collision avoidance
algorithm based on a virtual torque field. The model prediction is used to solve the delay problem of
underwater communication, and the communication results are used to correct the model prediction
results. The test shows that the method is effective. The effectiveness of the proposed method is
demonstrated using two simulation examples.

Keywords: unmanned underwater vehicle group; formation transformation; collision avoidance

1. Introduction

Marine development has contributed to the development of marine development
tools. Underwater unmanned vehicles (UUVs) have become an important tool for marine
exploitation due to their low cost, low risk and excellent performance [1]. As an auxiliary
intelligent tool for marine exploration, UUVs have been extensively employed in military
and civil fields such as submarine reconnaissance, anti-submarine patrol, emergency search
and rescue, marine environmental mapping, resource exploration and so on [2–4]. Thus,
they have become a research hotspot for marine scientists. However, with the increasing
complexity of military requirements and the expansion of exploration of sea areas, it is
almost impossible to rely solely on an individual UUV to complete tasks independently.
In addition, an individual UUV is faced with the limitations of poor redundancy, small
mission scope and low work efficiency. It is difficult for an individual UUV to meet the
requirements of underwater tasks in complex marine environments. UUV groups are more
efficient and fault-tolerant than individual UUVs, and they can perform more complex
tasks [5]. Overall, UUV groups cooperate with each other to perform tasks, which has
become the mainstream direction of underwater vehicle research.

Formation coordination ability [6,7] is necessary for UUV groups to perform tasks.
Although the research on formation coordination control of UUVs started late, it has great
potential in practical applications [8–10]. In the civil scope, the formation coordination
ability of UUV groups can help to complete large-scale sea area hydrological surveys and
chart calibration. In industrial applications, the formation coordination ability of UUV
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groups can help to complete the laying, regular inspection and maintenance of subsea
oil and gas pipelines. In military applications, the formation coordination ability of UUV
groups can help to cooperate to complete the detection of minefields and mine clearance;
cooperate to complete naval intelligence reconnaissance and dangerous area surveillance;
and cooperate to block enemy ports over a large area to improve the hit rate and operational
efficiency of attacking enemy targets, which is of great military significance. It is worth
mentioning that the ability of formation transformation is the embodiment of the formation
coordination ability of a UUV group [11]. Formation transformation plays an important
role in obstacle avoidance and containment of moving targets. Underwater target detection
is an important application direction for UUV groups. Generally, only one type of detection
equipment is used by a UUV group during an underwater target detection mission. The
widely used sonar can acquire hydroacoustic images of the underwater environment. It
has a long detection range, but the resolution of hydroacoustic images is low [12]. The
detection range of an underwater camera is small, but its image has high resolution. A
variety of features of underwater targets are analyzed from images [13]. When sonar detects
a target that cannot be accurately identified, the UUV group can change formation to use
underwater cameras for further detection. The formation transformation ability of a UUV
group organically combines the two devices, so that the underwater target detection ability
can be improved.

The method of achieving formation transformation is to combine a formation trans-
formation strategy with a formation coordination algorithm. Formation coordination
methods include the leader–follower method [14], virtual structure method [15], model
prediction method [16], artificial potential field method [17] and consensus method [18],
etc. Therein, the basic idea of the leader–follower method [19] is to divide the UUVs in the
UUV group into two categories, and designate a certain UUV as the active leader, and other
UUVs as passive followers. The leader can control the movement trend of the entire UUV
group system by executing a preset movement trajectory, and each follower can realize
the formation control by maintaining a certain distance and azimuth constraints from the
leader. The leader–follower method can achieve the purpose of controlling the behavior
of the entire UUV group only by giving the trajectory of the leader UUV. Therefore, its
formation control structure is simple and its application is very extensive. The core idea
of the virtual structure method [20] is that each UUV matches its own expected motion
according to the motion characteristics of the virtual structure, and finally determines its
own motion path. Therefore, in order to realize the virtual structure, it is necessary to first
define the dynamic characteristics of the ideal virtual structure, then convert the motion of
the virtual structure into the desired motion of the virtual target point, and finally derive
the control law of the UUV tracking the corresponding virtual target point on the virtual
structure, so as to realize the formation. The virtual structure method is convenient to
determine the formation behavior of the entire UUV group, but it lacks flexibility and
adaptability. The basic idea of the artificial potential field method is to construct the virtual
potential field force (attraction and repulsion force) between UUVs, between UUVs and
targets, as well as between UUVs and obstacles in the formation by setting the artificial
potential field and potential field function, and then obtain the control input of each UUV.
The advantage of the artificial potential field method is that the algorithm design is intuitive
and effective, the calculation is simple, and it is easy to realize real-time control. It can
effectively deal with the obstacle avoidance problem, especially under the constraint of
obstacles. The disadvantage is that there is a problem of local minimum, and it is difficult
to design a suitable potential field function. Additionally, it deserves to be mentioned that
NOGUCHI Y et al. [21] proposed an artificial potential field based on a binary Bayesian
filter for path planning. BECHLIOULIS C P et al. [22] proposed a decentralized control
protocol with minimal complexity to solve the distance-based formation control problem
of multiple autonomous underwater vehicles in a leader–follower architecture. FUADY
S et al. [23] solved the problem of distributed formation control with obstacle avoidance
using the consensus method and designed a formation center estimator for the consensus
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algorithm. ZHANG S et al. [24] combined consensus with the leader–follower method to
design a formation control algorithm. XING W et al. [25,26] designed a consensus control
strategy based on event-triggered communication and pinning control for multi-agent
systems subject to network-induced time-varying delays, parametric uncertainties and
external disturbances.

In the process of formation transformation, the ability to avoid obstacles is essential for
the UUV group [27–29]. This is due to the lack of prior knowledge of the environment in
the process of UUV group performing tasks, so obstacles may appear in the path planned
in advance. UUVs need to plan the path in real time to avoid obstacles, and also avoid
collision with other UUVs owing to route change. In addition, the distance between UUVs
cannot be too far, otherwise the communication between UUVs may be affected, and even
the formation cannot be restored after obstacle avoidance. Therefore, in order to ensure the
safety of UUVs and the normal execution of subsequent tasks. UUVs need to cooperate with
each other to avoid obstacles while taking into account the formation requirements [30].
Because each UUV in the UUV group is constrained by the position and formation of
obstacles, it is more difficult to deal with the problem of multiple UUVs’ cooperative
obstacle avoidance. At present, many scholars have carried out in-depth research on UUV
group cooperative obstacle avoidance based on formation control methods. For example,
Wang L L et al. [31] solved the problem of collision avoidance control of multi-AUV time-
varying formation system by using the fixed-time event-triggered obstacle avoidance
consensus control. ZHANG W et al. [32] converted the attractive force of the target and
the repulsive force of the obstacle to potential field strength. The traditional vector force
control is replaced by the method of potential field strength. LIU Y et al. [33] designed an
optimized potential field function, then obtained the obstacle avoidance method according
to the gradient of the potential field function and coordinate input.

In this paper, the formation transformation strategy of aggregation followed by con-
vergence is proposed. Achieving their aggregation points in advance, the UUVs could
gradually converge to their desired positions safely. To further improve the efficiency and
safety of the formation transformation, the aggregation points are optimized by the particle
optimization algorithm. In addition, a new avoidance method, in which a virtual torque
field is constructed to enforce the UUVs changing their original directions, is proposed to
improve the safety of UUVs during formation transformation.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a new formation transformation
strategy with particle swarm optimization is proposed to improve the safety of UUVs
during transformation. In Section 3, a collision avoidance algorithm based on a virtual
torque field is introduced to avoid the possible collisions between UUVs and collisions
between UUVs and targets. In Section 4, two examples are used to illustrate the effectiveness
of the proposed approach. Section 5 concludes the research in this article.

2. Formation Transformation Strategy
2.1. Formation Transformation Strategy

Normally, UUV groups would keep a formation with higher search efficiency while
carrying out the initial screening task. However, due to the limited resolution of sonar,
it is often challenging to determine the exact properties of these targets. To enhance
the UUVs’ detection capabilities and address the issue of unclear target identification,
the UUV group gradually narrows its formation, approaches suspected targets to form
a new configuration and employs its onboard underwater cameras for further target
investigation. A common formation transformation process is shown in Figure 1, where a
frequently used formation for detection is formed by a circle centered on the suspected
target. It has a enough small radius to ensure the UUVs are close enough to the suspected
target for high measurement accuracy.

A small detection formation radius means that the UUVs move close to each other
and the suspected target during the transformation progress. To improve safe distances of
UUVs from other UUVs and the suspected target, the formation transformation strategy
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is proposed as follows. To each of the UUVi final detection points, assign an aggregation
point, and enforce the UUVs to achieve their corresponding aggregation points before
continuing to their final detection points. The aggregation points and detection points
are evenly distributed on two circles of radii δOd and rd with same center located at the
suspected target O. Moreover, the corresponding aggregation points, detection points and
the suspected target are in the same line, shown as the pink and blue point in Figure 2.

Once a suspected target is found, UUVs gradually gather to the aggregation points
from the original loose search formation. To ensure smooth underwater communication,
the UUV group needs to maintain a consistent depth underwater. In the detection of
stationary targets, the emphasis is on the target depth, through the formation control
of UUVs close to the target, so 2D formation control is the research object of this paper.
During this procedure, an avoidance strategy should be active to ensure the safety of UUVs.
As the UUVs reach their corresponding aggregation points, the avoidance strategy can
be switched off and the UUVs are further concentrated towards their detection points.
Ultimately, the UUV group completes its formation transformation from a loose search one
to a dense detection one. With the aggregation points introduced, the proposed formation
transformation strategy can improve safety of the UUVs and lower the requirements of the
avoidance strategy.

 

Figure 1. Formation transformation.

 

Figure 2. Transformation with new strategy.
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2.2. Optimization of Aggregation Points

Firstly, define the specific distribution of aggregation points based on the transforma-
tion strategy, as shown in Figure 3. Because the angles between the aggregation points are
fixed, when θ1 changes, the positions of the other points also move along the circle. θ1 and
rd will affect the intersection points of UUV paths and the time it takes for UUVs to reach
the aggregation points. Selecting the appropriate aggregation points is part of the research
in this paper.

 

Figure 3. Location distribution of UUVs and aggregation points.

When there are three UUVs, there are two distribution relations s1 and s2 in counter-
clockwise direction, which are ξ1d → ξ2d → ξ3d → ξ1d and ξ1d → ξ3d → ξ2d → ξ1d.

This paper utilizes the particle swarm optimization algorithm to determine the optimal
aggregation point. The selection of the objective function considers the following main
factors: the distance between UUVs and the aggregation point; the time difference for each
UUV to reach the aggregation point; and the intersection of paths to the aggregation point.

The position distribution of the aggregation points needs to satisfy the requirements
of group safety and coordination. Firstly, the maximum distance δmax between UUVs and
the aggregation point should be minimized. This aims to ensure that the UUVs arrive at
the target location as close together in time as possible, that is, the distance between each
UUV and the target position is as close as possible. Currently, the standard deviation σdis
of the distance between the UUV and the target is small. In order to ensure that the time
for UUV to reach the target position is as close as possible, the distance between UUV and
the target position should be as close as possible, so the standard deviation δ̄ between UUV
and the target point should be smaller. To reduce the possibility of UUV collisions, it is
desirable to minimize the number of intersection points Nc. All three factors are considered
equally important. Therefore, the optimization function is defined as follows:

f = σdis + δmax + δ̄Nc (1)

where Nc is multiplied by δ̄ so that the expression before the equal sign is of the same order
of magnitude as the expression after the equal sign.

Once the initial positions of the UUVs are determined, δ̄ , σdis, Nc and δ̄ are functions
of θ1 and rd . Thus, the optimization objective function can be abstracted as follows:

f = ftarget(θ1, rd) (2)

Next, the particle algorithm is utilized to obtain the optimal values of θ1 and rd.
The optimization simulation case: The initial positions of UUVs and the suspected

target are shown in Table 1.
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The variation of the objective function values for the two distributions of target points
s1 (ξ1d → ξ2d → ξ3d → ξ1d) and s2 (ξ1d → ξ3d → ξ2d → ξ1d) in Section 2.2 is shown in
Figure 4:

Table 1. The initial positions of UUVs and the suspected target.

Number x (m) y (m)

UUV1 400 50
UUV2 550 150
UUV3 500 50

O 300 300

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Function value surface. (a) Distribution s1. (b) Distribution s2.

Particle optimization results for the two distribution cases are shown in Figure 5:

Figure 5. The convergence curve of the optimized objective function.

In this simulation case, the convergence curve displays that the value of the optimiza-
tion objective function converges to the stable value quickly. The optimization objective
function has a smaller value at s2, the minimum value of which is 318.7, the corresponding
optimal solutions are θ1 = 179.04◦ and rd = 60.0 m.

Compared with directly setting the formation change of the desired position, the opti-
mization of the location of the aggregation point comprehensively considers the security
of the UUV and the efficiency of the formation transformation, rather than focusing on
one side.
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3. The Avoidance Method Based on Virtual Forces
3.1. UUV Motion Model

Firstly, the UUV motion model is established and simplified, only considering the
motion of surge, sway, and yaw in the horizontal plane. The simplified UUV motion model
with three degrees of freedom is as follows:{

η̇ = J(η)v
Mv̇ + C(v)v + Dv = τc

(3)

where J(η) is the Jacobian matrix; M is the inertia matrix; C(v) is the Coriolis and cen-
tripetal forces; D represents the damping matrix. D typically represents the damping
matrix, used to describe the damping forces acting on the object, and it does not include
hydrodynamic parameters. Hydrodynamic parameters are usually included in other parts
of the equation, such as the mass matrix M and the Coriolis matrix C(v). η = [x, y, ψ]T is
the state information of the position and Euler angles; v = [u, v, r]T is the state information
of velocities; τc is the fully driven UUV control input force and torque. The dynamic part
in Equation (3) is written as equations as follows:

u̇ = m22
m11

vr− Xu
m11

u− Xu|u|
m11

u|u|+ 1
m11

τx

v̇ = −m11
m22

ur− Yv
m22

v− Yv|v|
m22

v|v|+ 1
m22

τy

ṙ = m11−m22
m33

ur− Nr
m33

r− Nr|r|
m33

r|r|+ 1
m33

τr

(4)

where mii, Xu, Xu|u|, Yv, Yv|v|, Nr and Nr|r| represent the hydrodynamic coefficients,
and they are all greater than 0.

3.2. Consensus Control for Distance to the Target

To coordinate the motion state of the UUV group in the formation transformation,
a consensus method is used to make the UUVs reach the gathering point together.

Decompose the UUV and the directed line segment formed by the desired position into
two scalars: the distance from the desired position and the desired heading. By controlling
the heading to track the desired heading, achieving consistency in the distance between the
UUV group and the desired position is sufficient to achieve positional consistency. So the
complex linearization process of location consistency is omitted.

Assuming that there are n UUVs in the group, according to the UUV longitudinal
second-order nonlinear longitudinal motion model in Equation (4), it is rewritten in the
following form: {

l̇i = ui

u̇i = fi(ui, vi, ri) + τxi
i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (5)

where li is the distance of UUVi from the desired position, and li ≤ 0, ui, vi, ri are the
longitudinal velocity, lateral velocity, and angular velocity of UUVi, τxi is the longitudinal
control input and fi(ui, vi, ri) is the nonlinear term in the longitudinal motion model.

For the second-order nonlinear model of a UUV, a consistency control protocol is
constructed as follows:

τxi = −kx1ui − kx2li − kx3

n

∑
j=1

aij(li − lj) (6)

where kxi denotes the control gain and is always positive. aij is the connection weight
between communication topology nodes, and the weight is non-negative.
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Definition 1. For any initial condition l0 and v0, if the following condition is satisfied, lim
t→∞
|li(t)− lj(t)| = 0

lim
t→∞
|ui(t)− uj(t)| = 0

i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (7)

then the UUV group can achieve consensus.

Algebraic graph theory is an important tool for describing the information interaction
among intelligent agents. The topological communication graph is mainly composed of
nodes, edges connecting nodes and connection weights. In this paper, the communication
topological graph of the UUV group is assumed to be an undirected graph, which means
that there is always an undirected path connecting any two different nodes.

Assumption 1. The communication topological graph of the UUV group is undirected and con-
nected, and they communicate with each other with the same weight.

Assumption 2. For the nonlinear term in Equation (5), there always exists a constant such that
the nonlinear term satisfies the following inequality,

| fi(ui, vi, ri)| ≤ ωi|ui| (8)

Theorem 1. Under the Assumption 1 that the UUV group communication topological graph is an
undirected connected graph and satisfies Assumption 2, then under the consistency control protocol
(3–14), if the speed control gain satisfies the following inequality:

ωi ≤ kx1, i = 1, . . . , n (9)

then the UUV group can ultimately achieve longitudinal consistency.

Proof. Under the control protocol Equation (7), the UUV longitudinal second-order non-
linear dynamic model can be written as{

l̇i = ui

u̇i = f1(ui, vi, ri)− kx1ui − kx2li − kx3 ∑n
j=1 aij(li − lj)

i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (10)

Construct the following Lyapunov function:

V = V1 + V2 (11)

V1 =
1
2

kx3

n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

aij(li − lj)
2 + kx2

n

∑
i=1

l2
i (12)

V2 =
n

∑
i=1

u2
i (13)

Obviously, the Lyapunov function V is positive definite.
Taking the derivative, we obtain

V̇1 = kx3

n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

aij
(
li − lj

)(
ui − uj

)
+ 2kx2

n

∑
i=1

liui (14)
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From Assumption 1, the adjacency matrix A ∈ Rn×n of the element aij is a symmetric
matrix, that is aij = aji, hence

n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

aij
(
li − lj

)
ui = −

n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

aij
(
li − lj

)
uj (15)

Therefore, Equation (14) can be written as follows:

V̇1 = 2kx3

n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

aijui
(
li − lj

)
+ 2kx2

n

∑
i=1

liui (16)

Then, take the derivative of V2 and obtain

V̇2 = 2
n

∑
i=1

uiu̇i (17)

Combining Equation (10), Equation (17) can be written as

V̇2 = 2
n

∑
i=1

ui ·
[

f1(ui, vi, ri)− kx1ui − kx2li − kx3

n

∑
j=1

aij
(
li − lj

)]

= 2
n

∑
i=1

ui f1(ui, vi, ri)− 2kx3

n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

aijui
(
li − lj

)
−

2kx1

n

∑
i=1

ui
2 − 2kx2

n

∑
i=1

uili

(18)

Combining Equations (16) and (18), V̇ can be written as

V̇ = V̇1 + V̇2 = 2
n

∑
i=1

ui f1(ui, vi, ri)− 2kx1

n

∑
i=1

ui
2 (19)

According to Assumption 2, it can be obtained that

2
n

∑
i=1

ui f1(ui, vi, ri) ≤ 2
n

∑
i=1
|ui|| f (ui, vi, ri)|

≤ 2
n

∑
i=1

ωi|ui||ui| ≤2
n

∑
i=1

ωiu2
i

(20)

Therefore, V̇ can be written as follows:

V̇ = V̇1 + V̇2

≤ 2
n

∑
i=1

ωiu2
i − 2kx1

n

∑
i=1

ui
2 = −2

n

∑
i=1

(kx1 −ωi)u2
i

(21)

Under condition Equation (9), V̇ ≤ 0 , so it can be obtained that lim
t→∞
|li(t)− lj(t)| = 0

lim
t→∞
|ui(t)− uj(t)| = 0

i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (22)

Then, the UUV group can achieve longitudinal consistency under the control of
the consistency control protocol, i.e., the UUVs can reach their respective target points
consistently, and the number of UUVs will not affect the consistency and stability. However,
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when the number increases, the communication volume of each UUV will increase linearly
with it.

The paths may cross after the aggregation points are optimized. Therefore, UUVs may
collide with each other and UUVs may collide with suspected targets. In order to ensure
the safety of the UUV group in the process of formation transformation, UUVs should be
able to avoid each other and suspected targets.

In this paper, the virtual torque field is constructed to control UUVs’ headings inspired
by the virtual force method. The magnitude and direction of the torque is defined according
to the position distribution between UUVs and with the obstacles. Assuming that there are
no other obstacles in the formation transformation process, the distance between UUVs
and the distance between UUVs and the suspected target need to be controlled.

If the distance between two UUVs is less than the avoidance trigger distance, the UUV
farther away from the suspected target has more space to avoid another UUV, as shown in
Figure 6. When UUVj avoids UUVi, UUVj calculates the virtual torque field applied by
UUVi as follows:

Nuij =

αN1 log( δalert
δij

)(|cos
θij
2 |+ cu1) + cu2, δij < δalert&δiO < δjO&δij ≤ δminj

0, others
(23)

where αN1 is the virtual torque field strength gain factor; δij is the distance between UUVi
and UUVj; δalert is the avoidance trigger distance; θij is the directional angle of UUVj in the
motion coordinate system of UUVi; δiO is the distance between UUVi and the suspected
target; δmin j is the minimum distance between UUVj and other UUVs in the group; and cu1
and cu2 affect the upper and lower limits of the virtual torque field strength.

 

Figure 6. The method of avoidance between UUVs.

The position of the suspected target is fixed, and the UUV adjusts its heading to avoid
it, as shown in Figure 7. UUVj calculates the torque field applied by the suspected target
based on the distance between them, and the virtual torque field is defined as follows:

NjO =

{
αN2 log( δalertO

δjO
) + cO, δjO < δalertO&δjO < δmin j

0, others
(24)

where αN2 is the virtual torque field strength gain factor; δalertO is the trigger distance for
UUVs to avoid the suspected target; δjO is the distance between UUVj and the suspected
target; δmin O is the minimum distance between other UUVs and the suspected target; and
cO adjusts the upper and lower limits of the virtual torque field strength.
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Figure 7. The method of UUVs avoiding the suspected target.

If UUVi and UUVj need to avoid the suspected target and they need to avoid each
other, and UUVj is closer to the suspected target, then UUVj avoids the suspected target.
Meanwhile, UUVi adjusts its heading to avoid UUVj to ensure a safe distance. In this
process, in order to avoid UUVi becoming too close to the suspected target, the avoidance
trigger distance δalert is larger than δalertO.

3.3. Avoidance Method Based on Virtual Torque Field

The avoidance process of the above two cases is shown in Algorithm 1. The corre-
sponding flow chart is shown in the Figures 8 and 9. It is precisely the torque variations
that guide the UUV through the actions outlined in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 The avoidance algorithm

## The method of avoidance between UUVs.
1: if the distance between two UUVs is less than the avoidance trigger distance and the

distance between the two is the smallest then
2: if UUVj is closer to the suspected target than UUVi then
3: calculate the torque field on UUVj applied by UUVi
4: else
5: calculate the torque field on UUVi applied by UUVj
6: end if
7: end if

## The method of UUV to avoid each other and suspected targets
8: if The distance between UUVi and UUVj is less than δalertO then
9: if UUVj is closer to the suspected target than UUVi then

10: calculates the torque field on UUVj applied by the suspected target
11: calculates the torque field on UUVi applied by UUVj
12: else
13: UUVi calculates the torque field applied by the suspected target
14: calculate the torque field on UUVj applied by UUVi
15: end if
16: end if
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Figure 8. The method of avoidance between UUVs.

 

Figure 9. The method for UUVs to avoid each other and suspected targets.

The magnitude of the virtual torque field is defined above, and then the direction of
the torque is defined. The positive torque causes the UUV rotate counterclockwise, and the
negative torque causes the UUV to rotate clockwise. The direction of the torque is given
according to the position distribution between UUVs and the position distribution between
UUVs and the suspected target. When UUVj avoids UUVi, the torque is defined as

τrj = Nuijsgn(~uj × ~ξ ji) (25)

where ~uj is the velocity vector of UUVj; ~ξ ji is the direction vector from UUVj to UUVi.
When UUVj avoids the suspected target, the torque is defined as:

τrj = NjOsgn(~uj × ~ξ jO) (26)

where ~ξ jO is the direction vector from UUVj to the suspected target, and sgn is a sign
function that returns an integer variable indicating the sign (positive or negative) of
its parameter.

3.4. The Avoidance Speed Control Law

The virtual torque field is combined with speed control, and this collision avoidance
method avoids the problem of falling into the local extremum in the artificial potential field
method. The avoidance speed control law is designed to reduce the speed of UUVs and
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improve the safety of UUVs. When the avoidance action is triggered, UUVs will actively
decrease their speed to slow down the approaching trend. The virtual torque field and
the avoidance speed control law work together to improve the efficiency and safety of
avoidance. The avoidance speed control law is defined as follows:

ρij = sigmoid(
δij − 50

5
)αu1 + αu2 (27)

τxi = αu3ρij − αu4ui (28)

Equation (27) uses the sigmoid saturation function to control the size of ρij, achieving
a control effect where the smaller δij, the smaller ρij. According to the maneuverability of
the UUV, the avoidance triggering distance is set to 60 to increase safety during collision
avoidance. The numerator of Equation (28) is δij− 50, and when it is around 50, the value of
ρij will have a significant change, allowing the speed to decrease rapidly. The denominator
of Equation (28) is set to 5 to control the speed of change in the interval. αu1 affects the speed
change when the distance is too close; αu2 determines whether the speed will decrease to
0 m/s. A smaller αu2 will reduce the upper and lower limits of ρij , thereby reducing the
minimum value after deceleration, but the speed cannot drop to 0 m/s to prevent the UUV
from losing maneuverability and causing the avoidance action to fail.

In Equation (28), the size of αu3 controls the degree of final deceleration; αu4 determines
the speed of deceleration, and a larger value results in faster deceleration. The sizes of
αu3,αu4 are adjusted according to the dynamic characteristics of the UUV to achieve a
suitable range of speed changes and quick response to speed changes. When UUVs avoid
each other, the UUV that initiates avoidance decelerates to provide more time for avoidance
actions and improve safety during avoidance. When evading a suspected target, the UUV
reduces speed to slow its approach to the suspected target. According to the research on
the dynamic characteristics of UUV objects and the need for avoidance speed control in
this paper, the coefficients of the avoidance speed control law are set to αu1 = 20, αu2 = 60,
αu3 = 10 and αu4 = 20.

3.5. Control Methods in Case of Communication Delays

Underwater communication generally suffers from communication delays, and UUV
formation control in this case is one of the studies in this paper. In the process of formation
control, UUVs acquire state information from each other. In this paper, each member of the
UUV formation can run its own control algorithm independently without communication
with the central control, which reduces the communication volume. To further reduce
the dependence on real-time communication, the control method of model prediction is
proposed. When there is no communication information, each UUV predicts the position
of other UUVs based on the control method in this paper. Due to the error in the prediction
process, the predicted positions are corrected when communication information is received.
This reduces the dependence on real-time communication and allows the formation to be
controlled even when there is no communication for a while. The predicted model includes
the proposed collision avoidance methods and added consistency methods, making the
predicted results more in line with the actual actions of UUVs.

4. Simulation and Analysis
4.1. Simulation of Avoidance Method

Simulation cases of formation transformation were designed to test the effectiveness
of the avoidance method. A consistency protocol was added to the control system in order
to increase the coordination of formation transformation.

The safe distance between UUVs is set as δsa f e1 = 20 m. Since the location of the
suspected target is fixed, the safe distance between a UUV and the suspected target is
set as δsa f e2 = 15 m. According to the motion characteristics of UUVs, the coefficients of
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avoidance speed control law are set as αu1 = 20, αu2 = 60, αu3 = 10 and αu4 = 20. The
trigger distances are set as δalert = 60 m and δalertO = 40 m.

The distance between the aggregation points and the suspected target is set to 60 m;
the distance between the detection points and the suspected target is set as 15 m. The
position of the suspected target, the aggregation points and the detection points are set
in Table 2. The initial state information of the UUVs is shown in Table 3. The simulation
results of formation transformation are shown in Figure 10.

According to the formation transformation trajectory diagram, after UUVs have
reached the aggregation points, they continue to approach the detection points. The
heading curve and velocity curve show that UUV2 and UUV3 triggered the avoidance
action during the formation transformation. The heading of the UUV group gradually
stabilized under the guidance of the detection points. Finally, the UUV group reaches
near the detection points and forms a detection formation. The UUV group completed the
formation transformation in about 310 s.

From the curves of δij and δiO, it can be seen that after the distance of the avoidance
trigger is reached, the UUV triggers the avoidance action to adjust the distance, causing
the distance curve to fluctuate up and down. The UUV group consumed a long time to
reach the aggregation points due to the avoidance action being triggered multiple times. At
about 230 s, the avoidance function was turned off, because that was when the UUV group
reached the aggregation points. Before the UUV group reached the aggregation points,
the minimum distance between UUVs is 43.1 m and the minimum distance between UUVs
and the suspected target is 46.7 m, so they are further than the safe distance. The speed
and distance curves indicate that UUVs achieved consistency in position. The simulation
results show that the UUV group successfully completed the formation transformation
and approached the suspected target under the effect of the formation control strategy and
avoidance method.
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Figure 10. Cont.
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Figure 10. UUV group formation transformation. (a) Position trajectory. (b) Velocity curve. (c) Head-
ing curve. (d) Distance curves between UUVs. (e) Distance curves between UUVs and the suspected
target.

Table 2. Position setting.

Position
Point O ξ1d ξ2d ξ3d λ1 λ2 λ3

x (m) 300 352 300 248 313 300 287

y (m) 300 330 240 330 307.5 285 307.5

Table 3. The initial state of UUVs.

UUV Number x (m) y (m) ψ (◦)

UUV1 400 50 45
UUV2 550 150 90
UUV3 500 50 135

4.2. Simulation of Avoidance Method

The effectiveness of the optimal aggregation points in reducing the complexity and
improving the efficiency of formation transformation is verified after the aggregation points
are optimized using particle swarm.

The initial state of the UUV group and the location of the suspected target are the same
as the aggregation points simulation in Section 2. When the distribution of aggregation
points is ξ1d → ξ3d → ξ2d → ξ1d, the optimization objective function has the optimal value,
and the optimal solution is θ1 = 179.4◦, rd = 60.0 m. According to the optimal solution of
the objective function, the position of the aggregation points and the detection points are
shown in Table 4. The simulation results are shown in Figure 11.

Table 4. The position of aggregation points and detection points.

Position
Point ξ1d ξ2d ξ3d λ1 λ2 λ3

x (m) 240.0 330.9 329.1 285.0 307.7 307.3
y (m) 301.0 351.4 247.5 300.3 312.9 286.9

The group of UUVs did not trigger avoidance actions, indicating that the distances
between them and between the UUVs and the suspected target were within safe range.
Since the avoidance action was not triggered, the UUVs adjusted their heading to approach
the aggregation point along a straight line, and after they reached the aggregation point
together, they adjusted their heading again to gradually approach the detection point. The
velocity curve shows that the formation transformation was completed in about 180 s,
which is a significant reduction in the time used compared to the previous simulation.
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Figure 11. Formation transformation after aggregation position optimization. (a) Position trajectory.
(b) Velocity curve. (c) Heading curve.

According to the analysis of the above results, after the location of the aggregation
point is optimized, the trigger time of avoidance action in the process of formation transfor-
mation is reduced. The time duration of the formation transformation is shortened, and the
efficiency of the formation transformation is improved.

4.3. Model Prediction Simulation

Errors in the underwater position of UUVs in real-world environments arise mainly
from errors in Doppler sonar-measured velocities and increase cumulatively over time.
Velocity errors conforming to a normal distribution with a mean value of 10% of the
measured value were added to the predicted model. Simulations of UUV3 were performed
when only the UUV model was predicted and there was no communication.

The simulation results of formation transformation are shown in Figure 12.
In the figure, uuv3 is the actual path of UUV3, and uuv1

3 and uuv2
3 are the predicted

paths of UUV1 and UUV2 for UUV3, which shows that there is a large error between the
actual path of UUV3 and the prediction of UUV1 and UUV2. Additionally, the longer the
time, the greater the accumulation of errors.

For the next test, the UUV was set to communicate every 10 s; the simulation results
of formation transformation are shown in Figure 13.

The simulation results show that the predicted paths are close to the actual paths. The
following figure shows the overall path simulation.

The overall path simulation is shown in Figure 14. When communicating once every
10 s, the UUV group can still reach the expected position, and according to the speed curve,
the UUV group has reached consistency. The results indicate that the proposed model
prediction method can control the formation of UUVs in the case of communication delay.
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Figure 13. Path simulation with communication.
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Figure 14. Overall simulation under communication delay. (a) Position trajectory. (b) Velocity curve.

5. Conclusions

For the requirements of change formation to approach static targets, a formation trans-
formation strategy is proposed. The aggregation points are used to guide the formation
transformation of a UUV group, and the positions of aggregation points are optimized to
improve the efficiency of formation transformation. We also decompose the position con-
sistency into a longitudinal consistency and bow control combination, proposing the UUV
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longitudinal consistency protocol. Working without the need for multi-model linearization
processing, simulation results show that the transformation of position consistency into
longitudinal consistency is correct. In order to ensure the safety of UUVs, an avoidance
method based on a virtual torque field is designed to ensure the safe distance of UUVs. The
model prediction is proposed to solve the delay problem of underwater communication,
and the communication results are used to correct the model prediction results. The simula-
tion results show that the control strategy and the avoidance method all achieve the desired
effect, so that the UUV group completed the formation transformation and approached the
suspected target.
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